The Elachista dispunctella (Duponchel) complex (Lepidoptera, Elachistidae) revisited, with exceptional level of synonymy
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Abstract

The E. dispunctella and E. triseriataella complexes sensu Traugott-Olsen are merged. The newly delineated E. dispunctella complex is re-defined and diagnosed. Until now, a total of 64 species has been assigned to this species complex. The taxonomy of the constituent species has been obscure owing to their identities based on unvalidated traits, in particular subtle differences on branching points of forewing veins. The taxonomy of the E. dispunctella complex is revised on the basis of new material, new and reevaluated information obtained from morphology and biology, as well as from the standard barcode region of COI, with at least partial barcode data derived from 194 recently collected specimens and 33 holotypes. As a result, the number of species considered valid is markedly reduced, with only 19 species now recognized. The following 43 new synonymies are established: Elachista dispunctella (Duponchel, 1843) = E. cahorsensis Traugott-Olsen,
null
this species (viz. *E. bruuni* Traugott-Olsen), the least variable species regarding wing venation in that study, would have been divided into four sections of the species complex. Were the logic of Traugott-Olsen (1992) followed, three unjustified additional ‘species’ would have been recognized.

The saccus in the male genitalia, also emphasized in the works of Traugott-Olsen, appears to show more intraspecific variation than any other feature in the male genitalia in *Elachista* (Kaila & Varalda 2004), and it is also vulnerable to distortion during dissection. Dissection experiments of recent samples were conducted to evaluate the effect of preparation technique, in particular, to examine differences created by applying varying levels of pressure using forceps or other tools.

The underside coloration of population samples or specimens grouped by DNA barcodes and genital morphology of *E. maboulella*, *E. dispunctella*, *E. hispanica*, and *E. tribertiella* were examined. No distinguishing features were found to characterize any of them; the only trend observed was that the underside of females tended to be paler than in males.

As a consequence of these findings, the status and identity of Traugott-Olsen’s numerous species is doubtful, and safe linking of virtually no specimens of the *E. dispunctella* complex to a name has been possible since 1992, perhaps the sole exceptions being the Swedish population of *E. elsaella* Traugott-Olsen and the British populations of *E. triseriatella* Stainton. Due to the magnitude of the problem in hand, no comprehensive attempt to revise the *E. dispunctella* complex has been attempted. To start resolving the taxonomic limbo of this species complex, Mutanen *et al.* (2015) performed a study where DNA barcodes of extensive samples of recently collected specimens were examined to see to what extent the samples might cluster. Subsequently, barcodes obtained from 33 holotypes of the *E. dispunctella* complex were associated with these clusters. The findings were almost entirely congruent with the preliminary view of the species delimitation that was based on biology including rearing of larvae, habitats of captured adults, and morphology with extensive genital dissecting. DNA barcoding was also found vital in associating males and females of species. A detailed account of the species delineation methods applied is presented by Mutanen *et al.* (2015) and is not repeated here.


The delineation of species is essentially based on differentiating characters of the genitalia and in external appearance, where emphasis is placed on characters such as length of labial palpi, ciliation on antenna, etc., and, when applicable, wing pattern. The clusters formed by DNA barcodes were considered as an important part of the integrative approach, as they have been shown to be highly informative in other groups of *Elachista* (Kaila 2015, Kaila & Mutanen 2012, Mutanen *et al.* 2013, Kekkonen *et al.* 2015, Kaila *et al.* 2015, but see Kaila & Stähls 2006). The *E. dispunctella* species complex seems to contain many similar species. Therefore, the morphological characters applied in the present paper as diagnostic may eventually prove misleading. The combination of morphology with DNA based characteristics was the basis in the final step in the decision of the taxonomic ranking. Even if not entirely comprehensive, it is deemed that this approach forms a more robust basis for future refinement of the taxonomy of this complex of species. Similar studies on *Elachista* have been conducted by Kaila & Stähls (2006) for a study of unclear Australian species complexes, Kaila & Mutanen (2012) for resolving the taxonomy of *E. nuraghella* Amsel *s. authors*, and Mutanen *et al.* (2013) for an exploration of the diversity of the Palearctic *E. bifasciella* group.

**Characterization of the *E. dispunctella* complex**

The *E. dispilella* group in a broad sense belongs to those species of the subgenus *Aphelosetia* that have a dorsally directed tongue- or funnel-shaped appendix in the median plate of the juxta (see Kaila (1997, 2007), Kaila & Sugisima (2011), Kaila *et al.* (2015) for further details). The *E. dispunctella* complex can be characterized as consisting of those species of the *E. dispilella* group that do not have a distolaterally pointed apex on the lobes of the uncus (*E. dispilella* complex *s. stricto*, sensu Traugott-Olsen 1990) and the vesica of the phallus with cornuti
absent. This is an artificial division aimed to be a practical way to divide the large species diversity of the *E. dispilatella* group into manageable units. Some species, like *E. arenbergeri* Traugott-Olsen, 1988, could be included in the *E. dispilatella* complex as defined by Traugott-Olsen (1990) on the basis of the shape of the uncus, but due to the absence of a cornutus was placed in the *E. triseriatella* complex (Traugott-Olsen 1988), here merged to *E. dispunctella* complex. For consistency, this placement of *E. arenbergeri* is followed here.

The species of the *E. dispunctella* complex are white or pale yellow, with varying extent of scattered dark scales that often concentrate to form an indistictly delimited plical spot in the middle of wing length at fold and a discal spot at two-thirds of wing length. The scattered scales often serve as a guide to differentiate the members of the *E. dispunctella* complex from other species of the *E. dispilatella* group, which almost always have only the two spots as their sole forewing pattern or are unicolorous white or pale yellow (Kaila et al. 2015). Several species close to *E. triseriatella* have somewhat shiny white forewing ground colour. The general pattern of wing venation is similar to that of nearly all representatives of *Elachista* subgenus *Aphelosetia* (cf. Traugott-Olsen & Nielsen 1977).

**Correspondence of DNA-based type association with morphology**

The holotypes of *E. moroccoensis*, *E. blancellae*, *E. minusculella*, and a wide sample of specimens, including paratypes of *E. parvula*, appear indistinguishable by morphology. *E. moroccoensis* has a distinctive barcode, and it may represent a cryptic species (Fig. 1). The short fragment of DNA successfully extracted from the holotype of *E. casascoensis* suggests two alternative specimen clusters as its likely placement: either as *E. berndtiella* or as sister to a clade containing *E. dispunctella* and *E. tribertiella* with their allied taxa. Morphology supports the association of the *E. casascoensis* holotype with the specimen cluster that includes the holotype of *E. berndtiella*, with no differentiating characters found to support the status of *E. casascoensis* as distinct from the widespread *E. berndtiella*. The holotype of *E. gerdmaritella*, which was differently placed between the tree-based methods in Mutanen et al. (2015), shows no differential features in morphology to specimens of their OTU13. The OTUs with several matching holotypes (e.g., 8, 10, 12, 15) each include specimens that are indistinguishable morphologically. The holotypes are not associated with each of these OTUs, respectively, nor distinguishable from each other in any other way but on the basis of the wing venation traits that were refuted by Albrecht & Kaila (1997). Hence, results from morphology nearly fully correspond to those obtained with barcodes.

**Material**

This paper is based on the examination of over 400 specimens. Nearly half of these specimens were dissected. Barcoding was at least partially successful for 194 recently collected specimens, and 33 holotypes. These specimens were obtained from the following collections:

- **MHNG** Musée d’histoire naturelle, Genève, Switzerland (B. Landry)
- **MNCN** National Museum of Natural History, Madrid, Spain (A. Vives Moreno)
- **MZH** Finnish Museum of Natural History, Zoology Unit, University of Helsinki, Finland (L. Kaila)
- **NHMW** Naturhistorisches Museum Wien, Austria, (S. Gaal-Haszler)
- **RMNH** Netherlands Centre for Biodiversity Naturalis, Leiden, The Netherlands (E. J. van Nieukerken)
- **SMNK** Staatliches Museum für Landeskunde Karlsruhe, Germany (R. Trusch)
- **SZMN** Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia (V. Dubatolov)
- **TLMF** Tiroler Landesmuseen, Naturwissenschaftliche Sammlungen Innsbruck, Austria (P. Huemer)
- **ZMKU** Zoological Museum, Kiev National Taras Shevchenko University, Ukraine (A. Bidzilya)
- **ZMUC** Zoological Museum, Natural History Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark, O. Karsholt)

FIGURE 1. A Neighbor-Joining tree, generated under the K2P nucleotide substitution model, of the study taxa. The width of the triangles represents the sample size, and the depth the relative genetic variation within the cluster (2X scale bar). Valid species names are shown in bold.
**Terminology.** The terminology of anatomical structures follows Traugott-Olsen & Nielsen (1977) as refined by Kaila (1999a, 2011a). ‘Digitate process’ refers to a setose lobe situated between juxta and valva. It may be homologous to similar structures observed in other gelechioid groups, with various names applied in different families, (Kaila 2004; Heikkilä et al.). This term, even though not applied outside Elachistinae, was established and has been constantly used in this group since Traugott-Olsen & Nielsen (1977).

**Species delineation.** Extensive samples of representatives of the *E. dispunctella* complex were studied, including large samples from single localities, which can safely be considered conspecific due to their external homogeneity as well as similarity of their genitalia, and support from DNA barcodes. In this paper the understanding of intraspecific variation derived from these samples is used as a basis for species delimitation (see also references listed above on the established understanding of species delineation in Elachistinae). The wing venation characteristics consisting of minor differences at inception points of individual veins are here explicitly rejected as a source of taxonomic information (see above). The variation in the colour of the underside of the wings as well as genital characters was estimated on the basis of the supposed conspecific samples.

Due to the overwhelming number of nominal species in the *E. dispunctella* complex, an attempt to get an overview of the complex was undertaken by barcoding an extensive series of recently collected specimens (194 specimens), and those holotypes that were available for barcoding. At least a fragment of the standard barcode sequence of COI was successfully extracted from holotypes of 33 out of 64 nominal species. The holotype sequences were then associated to the clusters of specimens formed of recent samples (Mutane et al. 2015). The specimens clustering together, including holotypes, were subjected to as thorough morphological examination as possible. This task was unfortunately somewhat compromised due to the imperfect quality of some dissections. Especially with holotypes from which no DNA could be extracted and the genitalia had possibly been distorted or destroyed in dissection, a safe conclusion of their identity was not always possible to establish. An example is *E. andorraensis*. In such cases changes to the current classification are not proposed. Barcode clusters were used as helpful guidelines for delineating, not as definitions of species. If DNA barcode and morphology were found to be in agreement with each other, the identification was deemed to be safe.

To summarize, DNA barcodes were used as helpful guides in specimen grouping and associating names to the groups, as well as associating males and females, but the species concept upon which the suggested formal nomenclature is built is still based essentially on morphology. Sometimes the differences are admittedly subtle and may eventually prove to be overlapping between species here recognised as valid. In combination with evidence derived from DNA barcodes it is deemed better to preserve existing taxonomy instead of changing it based on weak evidence. No new species are described in this publication.

**Taxonomy and distribution**

The species of the *E. dispunctella* complex have already been described in detail by Traugott-Olsen (1988, 1992). As the constituent species closely resemble each other, only short diagnoses of the differentiating characters are given, to avoid excessive repetition of previously published information. The associations of males and females have been based, in part, on dubious grounds in earlier literature, and the female descriptions are invariably deficient with only terminal segments and signum shown. Diagnoses are provided for females of those species for...
which the male-female association is corroborated by DNA barcodes and/or population samples are available from localities where only one species is known to occur, e.g. *E. elsaella* in Sweden.

Whenever possible, the external appearance and genitalia of all primary types are shown. The holotypes of *E. elsaella* and *E. parvula* were unavailable. For them, images of specimens collected in the type locality are depicted. When the type is in poor condition, an image of a more representative specimen is also included. The genitalia of those females that could safely be associated with males are also shown.

As the taxonomy of the *E. dispunctella* complex has been confused, all published records should be re-examined, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Therefore in the account of country distribution of each species, generally only records based on specimens examined herein are included.

### Classification

The following 19 named species are recognized as valid:

*Elachista dispunctella* (Duponchel, 1843)
*Elachista dalmatiensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1992
*Elachista grandella* Traugott-Olsen, 1992
*Elachista parvula* Parenti, 1978
*Elachista morrocoensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1992
*Elachista anitella* Traugott-Olsen, 1985
*Elachista maboulella* Chrétien, 1915
*Elachista disemiella* Zeller, 1847
*Elachista tribertiella* Traugott-Olsen, 1985
*Elachista glaseri* Traugott-Olsen, 1992
*Elachista hispanica* Traugott-Olsen, 1992
*Elachista berndtiella* Traugott-Olsen, 1985
*Elachista triseriatella* Stainton, 1854
*Elachista andorraensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1988
*Elachista elsaella* Traugott-Olsen, 1988
*Elachista arenbergeri* Traugott-Olsen, 1988
*Elachista deresyensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1988
*Elachista oukaimedenensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1988
*Elachista galactitella* (Eversmann, 1844)

### Key to the species

The genitalia of the single known specimen of *E. andorraensis* are incomplete, disabling its differentiation from *E. triseriatella*. In the material examined there are two additional taxa that potentially belong to unnamed species. They are included in the key as well. Some species seem to differ from others only by morphology of one sex; therefore both male and female characters are used as intermixed in the key.

1. Forewing fringe scales distally grey at termen .............................................................. 2
   - Forewing fringe scales white, sometimes with single dark grey or brown tips of otherwise white scales. ......................... 3
2. Juxta lobes with at least 5 distinct setae; female bursa oval ........................................... *E. disemiella*
   - Juxta lobes without, or with at most two small setae; female bursa divided into two portions separated by median narrowing. ..................................................................................................................... *E. maboulella*
3. Digitate process twice as long as juxta lobes ................................................................. *E. parvula, E. morrocoensis*
   - Digitate process at most as long as juxta lobes ....................................................................... 4
4. Phallus longer than valva ................................................................................................. *E. hispanica*
   - Phallus at most as long as valva ................................................................................. 5
5. Uncus lobes narrow, three times as long as wide ........................................................... *E. triseriatella, E. andorraensis*
   - Uncus lobes at most twice as long as broad ........................................................................... 6
6. Phallus with curved apex .................................................. 7
- Phallus with straight-cut apex ............................................. 12
7. Digitate process laterally oriented ........................................ 8
- Digitate process posteriorly oriented ................................... 9
8. Forewing unicolorous; uncus lobes twice as long as broad .......... E. galactiella
- Forewing scattered with brown scales; uncus lobes as long as broad. E. drosophiloides
9. Length of phallus 5/6 of valva; juxta lobes as long as digitate process .......................... E. berndtiella
- Length of phallus at most 2/3 of valva; juxta lobes shorter than digitate process ...................... 10
10. Digitate process elongate, at least three times as long as wide ....................................... E. elsae
- Digitate process broad and triangular, length at most twice its width at base ......................... 11
11. Juxta lopae reduced ...................................................... E. oukaimedenensis
- Juxta lobes developed, as large as digitate process ...................... E. sp. nr. E. elsae
12. Juxta lobes longer than uncus lobes .................................. E. berndtiella
- Juxta lobes shorter than uncus lobes ................................... 13
13. Uncus lobes laterally produced, elongate, with pointed apex ........................................... E. arenbergeri
- Uncus lobes posteriorly directed, with rounded or at most slightly lateroposteriorly conical apex ........................................... 14
14. Phallus as long as valva .................................................. E. dispunctella
- Phallus shorter than valva .................................................. 15
15. Valva somewhat S-shaped, narrowest medially; phallus basally broader than apically .......... E. glaseri
- Valva straight or parallel-sided; phallus slender, near parallel-sided .............................. 16
16. Uncus lobes as long as broad ............................................. E. anitella
- Uncus lobes longer than broad ........................................... 17
17. Valva 3X as long as its width basally ................................... E. grandella
- Valva 4X as long as its width basally ................................... 18
18. Valva 5X as long as digitate process ..................................... E. dalmatiensis
- Valva 6X as long as digitate process ..................................... E. triaberta

Elachista dispunctella (Duponchel, 1843)
Figs. 2–13, 59–69, 126

Oecophora dispunctella Duponchel, 1842 [1843]: 333. [East Austria].


Elachista dispunctella complex revisited


ELACHISTA DISPUNCTELLA COMPLEX REVISITED

**Diagnosis.** Externally, *E. dispunctella* is similar to most other species in the *E. dispunctella* complex with unicolorous forewing fringe. Therefore examination of the genitalia is necessary for its identification. *E. dispunctella* belongs to those species that have a nearly straight and narrow, elongate phallus. The phallus length of *E. dispunctella* is about equal to that of valva, distinguishing it from the similar, possibly sympatric species: the phallus of *E. dalmatiensis* and *E. grandella* is shorter than the valva, that of *E. hispanica* is significantly longer than valva. The juxta lobes are devoid of setae. The female genitalia are characterized by the corpus bursae which has a conspicuous appendix bursae. Among the species with an appendix bursae, the shape and size of it is fairly equal to that of *E. dispunctella* only in *E. maboulella*. The corpus bursae of *E. maboulella* is, however, smaller than that of *E. dispunctella*.

**Biology.** According to Heckford (2010), *E. dispunctella* often inhabits serpentine and limestone sites where its host plant *Festuca rubra* L. (Poaceae) grows in England.

**Distribution.** Austria, Croatia, England, France, Germany, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Turkey, and Ukraine.

**Remarks.** According to Stainton (1858), Vienna and Ratisbon (now Regensburg) are mentioned as the distribution of *E. dispunctella*; the latter does not match Duponchel’s original account which implies eastern Austria to be the origin of the type series, so the original material likely originates from the Vienna region.

The lectotype of *E. dispunctella*, in Musée Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, is lacking the abdomen. Therefore its identification is not possible, in particular as several species of the *E. dispunctella* complex occur in the area of its collecting site (eastern Austria). Of these, *E. grandella* can be ruled out due to its larger size. The other known alternatives are the taxa listed here as synonyms of *E. dispunctella*, as well as *E. dalmatiensis*, whose
male genitalia are depicted as representing *E. dispunctella* in Traugott-Olsen (1992). The collecting site of that specimen is not mentioned. Traugott-Olsen lists, besides Austrian localities, also Macedonia: Skopje in the *E. dispunctella*, material studied by him. This locality would be within the verified range of *E. dalmatiensis* of which no Austrian specimen was found in the present study. Until the genitalia slide from which the illustration was made has been examined, its origin remains unclear. It is probably impossible to establish with certainty what is the ‘real’ *E. dispunctella*, but the acquired knowledge and conformity of nomenclature in reviews and regional checklists predating, and to some extent also persisting after Traugott-Olsen (1992) are here used as guidelines in the decision of the identity of this name.

The barcode of the *E. skulei* holotype is slightly different from other specimens, including holotypes of several nominal species grouped with *E. dispunctella* (difference to closest *E. dispunctella* 1.9%). This difference is minor, possibly due to its somewhat distant collecting site from other samples of the widespread *E. dispunctella*. In the absence of any other differentiating characters between the *E. dispunctella* and *E. skulei*, they are considered conspecific.

*E. dispunctella* is referred to as OTU 8 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015). The record of *E. grandella* from Germany (Biesenbaum 1995) is here interpreted to represent *E. dispunctella*, as the phallus/valva length ratio in the genital illustration of the German specimen matches *E. dispunctella*, not *E. grandella*.

Elachista dalmatiensis Traugott-Olsen, 1992
Figs. 14, 70–71


**Turkey:** Ivriz/Eregli, 1200 m, Sultan Daglari, 24.VI.1968, 1 ♂, M. u. W. Glaser leg., L. Kaila prep. 5734 (SMNK).

**Diagnosis.** *E. dalmatiensis* is similar to *E. dispunctella* and *E. grandella*. The phallus is longer in *E. dispunctella* as compared to *E. dalmatiensis* and *E. grandella*, with its length equal to the length of the valva. The phallus is shorter than the valva in both *E. dalmatiensis* and *E. grandella*. *E. grandella*, a poorly known species, is large, with a wingspan of 11–12 mm, as compared to *E. dispunctella* and *E. dalmatiensis* whose wingpans range from 7–9 mm, and its valva is broader than in *E. dalmatiensis*. The female is unknown.

**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Turkey. Traugott-Olsen’s (1992) records from Austria require verification.

**Remarks.** The DNA barcode of *E. dalmatiensis* differs 10% from that of the closest haplotype of *E. dispunctella*. The closest match with DNA barcode is *E. disemiella* with 7% divergence. On the basis of the barcode divergence, in combination with the morphological differentiation (see diagnosis), *E. dalmatiensis* is here considered a valid species. See also remarks on *E. grandella*. *E. dalmatiensis* is referred to as OTU 11 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015).

Elachista grandella Traugott-Olsen, 1992
Figs. 15, 72

Elachista grandella Traugott-Olsen, 1992: 224


Diagnosis. E. grandella is characterized by its large size with broad wings, as well as the broad valvae. Its phallus is shorter than that of E. dispunctella, and similar to that of E. dalmatiensis. E. grandella and E. dalmatiensis, if separate, are distinguished by their size difference (wingspan 11–12 mm and 7–8 mm, respectively) and the width of the valva. Due to the paucity of specimens known, however, the level of variation is not known. The female is unknown.

Biology. Specimens have been collected in xerothermic habitats.

Distribution. Austria, Hungary.
Remarks. The record of *E. grandella* from Germany (Biesenbaum 1995) is here interpreted to represent *E. dispunctella*, as the phallus/valva length ratio in the genital illustration of the German specimen matches *E. dispunctella*, not *E. grandella*.


*Elachista* sp. nr. *grandella* and *E. dalmatiensis* (OTU 16 in Mutanen et al. (2015))

**Material studied.** Italy: 46°29′49″N, 13°20′47″E, prov. Udine, Valle di Uccea, 3 km N Uccea, 900 m, 1 ♂, P. Huemer leg., DNA sample 22211 Lepid. Phyl. (TLMF); 42°26.9′N, 13°34.3′E, Prov. L’Aquila NP Gran Sasso, Campo Imperatore, E Observatorio, 2010 m, 13.VII.2010, 3 ♂, P. Huemer leg., L. Kaila prep. 5831, DNA sample 22209 (TLMF). Slovenia: 46°26′18.7″N, 13°38′77″E, Juliske Alpe, Veliki Mangart, 1820 m, 9.VIII.2010, 15 ♂, P. Huemer leg., L. Kaila prep. 5579, 5580, 5581, 5462, DNA samples 16988, 20822, 20824–7, 20840 (TLMF).

Remarks. The barcodes of these specimens are uniform and are significantly different from other species, and form their own cluster (OTU 16 in Mutanen et al. (2015)). This taxon generally matches the description of *E. grandella* (barcode unknown), but seems to be somewhat smaller and more narrow-winged, also with narrower valva. These taxa differ from *E. dispunctella* by their shorter phallus as compared to the length of the valva. The relative length of the phallus to valva is also similar in the smaller *E. dalmatiensis*. It also differs markedly by its barcode. The climate of the type locality of *E. grandella* in eastern Austria and the other known locality in Hungary is dry, thus quite different from that of OTU 16 whose occurrence sites have a very high rainfall (Peter Huemer, personal communication). The samples of OTU 16 are from a distant area, separated by Alps and Balkan mountains, from the known range of *E. grandella*. Due to these reasons the association of these specimens to *E.
grandella seems unwarranted. It is possible, and perhaps more likely, that these specimens represent an undescribed, cryptic species. The discovery of the female of *E. grandella*, *E. dalmatiensis* and OTU 16 might help to resolve the taxonomic status of these taxa.

**Elachista parvula** Parenti, 1978

Figs. 16–19, 73–76, 127


**FIGURES 73–74.** Male genitalia of *Elachista parvula* Parenti. 73. Italy, Liguria [typep locality] (L. Kaila prep. 5381). 74. Ukraine, Crimea (L. Kaila prep. 3425).
**FIGURE 75.** Male genitalia of *Elachista parvula* Parenti, *E. blancella* Traugott-Olsen, holotype.

Diagnosis. *E. parvula* is a small species, with wingspan 5.0–6.5 mm. The forewing maculation is usually concentrated as plical and discal spots more clearly than in other species of the *E. dispunctella* complex. The male genitalia are characterized by the very long digitate process, its length twice that of the juxta lobes. See also *E. moroccoensis* below. The female genitalia of *E. parvula* have a very narrow ductus bursae, and the antrum and appendix bursae are absent.

**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** France, Greece, Italy, Morocco, Ukraine, Turkey.

**Remarks.** The holotype of *E. parvula* Parenti was not available for the present study. The specimens studied, including two paratype slides from Italy, Liguria, collected by J. Klimesch, are from the type locality and belong to the same samples from which the entire type series was designated. These specimens agree in all aspects with the original description of *E. parvula*. *E. parvula* is referred to as OTU 18 in Mutanen et al. (2015). The distribution record of *E. parvula* from Russia, Kola Peninsula, by Parenti (2002), referring to Kozlov and Jalava (1994), is a lapsus as such a record does not exist in that publication.

The aquarelle representing the habitus of the holotype – the only specimen known – of *E. blancella* by Traugott-Olsen (1992) has been painted to be unicolorous white. Since the specimen is extremely worn and nearly devoid of scales (cf. Fig. 19), this interpretation must be based on pure guesswork.

**Elachista moroccoensis** Traugott-Olsen, 1992

Figs. 20, 77


**Diagnosis.** *E. moroccoensis* (only male known) appears to be indistinguishable from *E. parvula* (see above).

**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** Morocco.

**Remarks.** The single known specimen is indistinguishable from *E. parvula*. Its status as distinct species, at least for time being, is nevertheless preferred due to the wide difference in its barcode as compared to the haplotypes of *E. parvula* samples from a wide area. Being already named, it is in accordance with nomenclatorical stability to maintain the current status instead of establishing an uncertain new synonymy on the basis of a single specimen. *E. parvula*, though widespread, is only known north of Mediterranean and eastward from there, while the single known specimen of *E. moroccoensis* is from North Africa.

**Elachista anitella** Traugott-Olsen, 1985

Figs. 21, 78–79

*Elachista anitella* Traugott-Olsen, 1985a: 75.


**Diagnosis.** *E. anitella* is a small species. It closely resembles *E. parvula*, from which the shorter digitate process of *E. anitella* readily separates it. Its phallos is shorter than the valva, narrow, and hardly tapered towards apex. Its uncus lobes are rounded, as long as their width.
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**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** Spain.

**Remarks.** *E. anitella* is referred to as OTU 17 in Mutanen et al. (2015).

**Elachista maboulella** Chrétien, 1915

Figs. 22–24, 80–83, 128–134

*Elachista maboulella* Chrétien, 1915: 362. **Syn. nov.**

*Elachista gerdmaritella* Traugott-Olsen, 1992: 243. **Syn. nov.**

*Elachista gielisi* Traugott-Olsen, 1992: 230. **Syn. nov.**

**Material studied.** **Type material.** Holotype ♂ of *E. catalunella*, labelled: Type [rounded with red margin]; Genital praeparat nr. 5643 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Wing praeparat nr. 6257 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Hispania, Andalucia provincia Malaga, Camino de Ojn, 150 m, 21.6.1980 E. Traugott-Olsen; *Elachista catalunella* sp. n. det. E. Traugott-Olsen (ZMUC). Holotype ♂ of *E. gerdmaritella*, labelled: Type [rounded with red margin]; Genital praeparat nr. 5673 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Wing praeparat nr. 6172 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Hispania, Andalucia, Provincia Malaga, Camino de Ojen, 150 m, 30.10.1982 E. Traugott-Olsen leg.; Holotype *Elachista gerdmaritella* Traugott-Olsen [red]; DNA sample MM16873 Lepid. Phyl. (ZMUC). Holotype ♂ of *E. gielisi*, labelled: Type [rounded with red margin]; Genital praeparat nr. A. 25.3.88 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Wing...


FIGURES 82–83. Male genitalia of *Elachista maboulella* Chrétien. 82. holotype of *E. gerdmaritella* Traugott-Olsen. 83. *E. gielisi* Traugott-Olsen, holotype.

Diagnosis. *E. maboulella* has distally grey forewing fringe scales, unless worn. Similar fringe is present only in *E. disemiella*. The male genitalia of these species are similar, differing by the setae on the juxta lobes: *E. disemiella* has several distinct setae, whereas *E. maboulella* has none, or at most, a few very small ones. The female genitalia of these species differ by the shape of the corpus bursae which is oval in *E. disemiella*; divided into two portions, the anterior one possibly a dilated appendix bursae, in *E. maboulella*.

Biology. Bivoltine. The species inhabits dry, xerothermic habitats.

Distribution. Algeria, Tunisia, Spain.

Remarks. The type locality of *E. maboulella* is Algeria, Biskra, Gafsa. The female lectotype is in Musée Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, designated and illustrated by Parenti (1972). The characterization of *E. maboulella* by Traugott-Olsen is based on male paralectotypes and represents *E. glaseri*. The illustration of the male genitalia of *E. bazaella* by Traugott-Olsen (1992) is not drawn from the holotype, and is not conspecific with it. The holotype is identical with *E. maboulella*.

*Elachista disemiella* Zeller, 1847

Figs. 31, 84–85, 135

*Elachista disemiella* Zeller, 1847: 893.


Diagnosis. *E. disemiella* has distally grey forewing termen fringe scales. As such, it resembles *E. maboulella*. The differentiation of these species is explained in the diagnosis of *E. maboulella*.


Distribution. Italy (Sardinia) and Spain, including Mallorca and Tunisia.

Remarks. *E. disemiella* is referred to as OTU 14 in Mutanen et al. (2015).
Elachista tribertiella Traugott-Olsen, 1985

Figs. 25–30, 86–93, 136


**Diagnosis.** The male genitalia of *E. tribertiella* are similar to those of *E. glaseri*. The length of the phallus is 6/7 of the length of valva in *E. tribertiella*, less in *E. glaseri*, in which the phallus is a little broader at the base than in *E. tribertiella*. The valva is straight in *E. tribertiella*, somewhat s-shaped in *E. glaseri*. As these differences are subtle, show some variation, and may be distorted during dissection, it is possible that the males of these species may not always be distinguishable from each other. The female of the species differs more from each other: in *E. glaseri* the width of the ostium bursae is 1/3 of the distance between apophyses anteriores, the ductus bursae is broad and is incepted on the corpus bursae without distinct border, and its appendix bursae is about three times as long as wide. In *E. tribertiella* the width of the ostium bursae is half the distance between the apophyses anteriores, the ductus bursae is very narrow and incepted on the corpus bursae with distinct border and the appendix bursae is over four times as long as wide.

*E. tribertiella* varies from white to slightly suffused, usually with scattered dark-brown scales which, however, are easily lost. Its size is also variable from small to medium-sized within the *E. dispunctella* group, with wingspan ranging from 8–10 mm.

**Remarks.** *E. tribertiella* is referred to as the similar OTUs 9 and 10 with their barcode difference of 1.4% in Mutanen *et al.* (2015).

*Elachista glaseri* Traugott-Olsen, 1992

Figs. 32–39, 94–102, 137–138


Diagnosis. *E. glaseri* is variable in size and forewing maculation that varies, without discrete forms, from white to mottled. No geographic pattern regarding this variation nor correlation with barcodes or genital morphology has been detected, supporting the view that only one variable species is involved.


Distribution. Libya, Morocco, Spain, Tunisia.

Remarks. The holotype genitalia of *E. glaseri* are lacking the tegumen and uncus. The remaining genitalia are identical with other taxa considered synonyms of it. The habitat of this species is characteristic with the larval host plant abundant. *E. glaseri* is referred to as OTU 12 in Mutanen et al. (2015).


*Elachista hispanica* Traugott-Olsen, 1992

Figs. 40–45, 103–110, 139


0°18′47″E, Albufera, El Saler, 5 m, 7.IX.2005, 1 ♂, P. Huemer leg., DNA sample 16745 (TLMF); Tarragona, 5 km S. of St. Carles de la Rápita, 20 m, 14.VI.1999, 1 ♂, P. Skou leg., L. Kaila 4700 (ZMUC); Prov. Zaragoza, 4112′30′N, 111′36′W, 3 km E Cerveruela at Rio del Huelva, 800 m, 7.VII.2002, 1 ♂, B. Skule leg., L. Kaila prep. 4294 (ZMUC); Teruel, 4 km E Cosa, 28.VIII.2000, 1 ♂, HW VD Wolf leg, L. Kaila prep. 3919, DNA sample 11375 (MZH).


**Diagnosis.** The male of *Elachista hispanica* is characterized by a very long phallus, length 1.2 times than that of the valva. The female genitalia are characterized by the very wide ostium bursae, posteriorly abruptly tapered, deep and narrow antrum, relatively short and the broad ductus bursae that is incepted on the corpus bursae with distinct junction, and the absence of an appendix bursae.

**Distribution.** France, Portugal, Russia, Spain.

**Remarks.** Traugott-Olsen considered the large pinaculae on the bases of setae on the digitate process as a diagnostic character of *E. clintoni*. Such pinaculae are present in all the taxa examined and these are all considered synonyms of *E. hispanica*. The aquarelle of the habitus of *E. luqueti* in Traugott-Olsen (1992) has been painted from a misidentified specimen that belongs to the *E. pollinariella* group, in MZH. *E. hispanica* is referred to as OTU 15 in Mutanen et al. (2015).

*Elachista berndtiella* Traugott-Olsen, 1985

Figs. 46–47, 111–113


ELACHISTA DISPUNCTELLA COMPLEX REVISITED

Nupponen leg., L. Kaila prep. 5358, 5359, DNA samples 11419–21 Lepid. Phyl., same locality, 15.VII.2010, 1 ♂, T. Nupponen leg., L. Kaila prep. 5357, DNA sample 15478 Lepid. Phyl. (Coll. Nupponen); Prov. Granada, Sierra Nevada, 700 m, 8.VI.1975, 1 ♂, M. & W. Glaser leg., L. Kaila prep. 5823 (SMNK); Granada, Sierra Nevada, 1900 m, 27.VII.2003, 1 ♂, T. Nupponen leg., DNA sample 11422 Lepid. Phyl., 2050 m, 20 km SE Granada, 28.VII.2003, 1 ♂, T. Nupponen leg., L. Kaila prep. 5361, DNA sample 11427 Lepid. Phyl. (Coll. Nupponen); Granada, Pico Veleta, N. side, 1600 m, 18.VI.1989, 1 ♂, B. Å. Bengtsson leg., Bengtsson prep. 3358 (Coll. Bengtsson); Prov. Huesca, 42°01’30”N, 0°31’52”E, Estenja, 700 m, 8.IX.2001, 1 ♂, B. Skule & C. Hviid leg., L. Kaila prep. 4293 (ZMUC); Prov. Teruel, 48°28’08”N, 1°37’57”W, Puerto de Orihuela, 1650 m, 23.VIII.2001, 1 ♂, B. Skule & C. Hviid leg., L. Kaila prep. 4698 (ZMUC); Prov. Zaragoza, 4 km N Tosos, 400 m, 28.IV.1997, 1 ♂, P. Skou leg., L. Kaila prep. 4696 (ZMUC).

**Diagnosis.** *E. berndtiella* is characterized by the large, elongate juxta lobes that are longer than uncus lobes, different from any other species in the *E. dispunctella* complex. The phallus is bent, acute-tipped, and stout. The female is unknown.

**Biology.** *E. berndtiella* inhabits xerothermic limestone habitats. The immature stages are unknown.

**Distribution.** France, Germany, Italy, Spain.

**Remarks.** *E. berndtiella* is referred to as OTU 7 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015).

Elachista triseriatella Stainton, 1854
Figs. 48–50, 114–116, 140

Elachista triseriatella Stainton, 1854: 261.
Elachista contisella Chrétien, 1922: 121. Syn. nov.

**ELACHISTA DISPUNCTELLA** COMPLEX REVISITED


**Diagnosis.** *E. triseriatella* is a small species, usually with pale grey (sometimes white) forewing ground colour. The male genitalia are characterized by the narrow uncus lobes, and the distinctly sclerotized, parallel-sided and rather long digitate process. The female genitalia have a characteristic signum, consisting of two longitudinal, dentate rows. In the characterization of *E. triseriatella*, Traugott-Olsen (1988) depicts the signum of *E. gregori* as such, but that of *E. triseriatella* as a single dentate sclerotization. This seems to be a misinterpretation, as Bland (1996) illustrates the signum of a British *E. triseriatella* as consisting of two rows. *E. triseriatella* has a characteristic sclerotization laterad of ostium bursae. *E. oukaimedenensis* has also such a sclerotization, but it is much broader than in *E. triseriatella*.

**Biology.** In Britain, *E. triseriatella* inhabits open grasslands, both coastal and inland (Heckford 2010). In Denmark it has been found in coastal sand dunes (P. Falck and O. Karsholt, personal communication). The larva may be a leaf-miner within the leaves of *Festuca ovina* L. (for a review, see Heckford 2010).

**Distribution.** Austria, Denmark, France, Germany (Biesenbaum 1995), Great Britain, Latvia, Slovakia, Spain.

**Remarks.** The holotype of *E. triseriatella* is depicted by Traugott-Olsen (1988), that of *E. contisella* by Parenti (1972), and that of *E. lerauti* by Traugott-Olsen (1992). Theses types, as well as the holotype of *E. gregori*, are identical to *E. triseriatella* and here considered conspecific. The artificial distinction of the *E. dispunctella* and *E. triseriatella* groups by Traugott-Olsen (1988, 1992) is flagged by this species, which appears to occur under
two names in both publications. The record from Germany (as *E. gregori* in Biesenbaum 1995) has not been checked, but is reliable on the basis of illustration of the genitalia of a German specimen (Biesenbaum 1995). *E. triseriatella* is referred to as OTU 5 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015).


*Elachista andorraensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1988


**Material studied.** No specimens examined.

**Distribution.** Andorra.

**Remarks.** The species was described on the basis of a single male with incomplete genitalia. It is close to, if not conspecific with, *E. triseriatella* based on those characters that remain (see Traugott-Olsen 1988). Its status can be established only with further material from the type locality (Andorra).

*Elachista elsaella* Traugott-Olsen, 1988

Figs. 51–52, 117–119, 141–144


*Elachista svenssoni* Traugott-Olsen, 1988: 300. **Syn. nov.**
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**Material studied.**

**Type material.** Holotype ♂ of *E. svenssoni* labelled: Aust[r]ia Mn [Mann]; Holotype [rounded with red margin]; *Elachista svenssoni* n. sp. det. E. Traugott-Olsen; Akvarel 28.11.86 E. Traugott-Olsen; Genital praeparat nr. K. 9.9.86 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; DNA sample 16864 Lepid. Phyl. Coll. (NHMW).


**Hungary:** 47°80.534’N, 19°98.786’E, Gyöngyös, Sár-hegy, 350 m, 30.VIII.2011, 1 ♂, Z. Tokár leg., DNA sample 2140 Lepid. Phyl. (Coll. Tokár); 47°10’22’’N, 17°58’04’’E, Veszprem County, 10 km N Veszprem, 300 m, 29.VI.2002, 1 ♂, B. Skule & H. Hviid leg., L. Kaila prep. 4303 (ZMUC).

**Italy:** 44°17’N, 7°23’E, Prov. Cuneo, Valdieri N., RN Junip. phoe., 900–1000 m, 18.VII.2010, 1 ♂, P. Huemer leg., DNA sample 20828 (TLMF).


**Diagnosis.** *Elachista elsaella* is a variable species, both regarding its size, the width of the valva and the length of the digitate process. The extent of variation of these male genitalia characters is shown in Figs. 117–119. The variation is continuous and appears to be similar throughout the distribution range, thus not diagnostic between *E. elsaella* and *E. svenssoni*. The male genitalia are characterized by the broad and bent phallus that has a hook-shaped apex. The phallus is similar also in *E. galactitella*, *E. deresyensis* and *E. oukaimedenensis*. The males of these species can be identified from each other as follows; *E. galactitella* has unicolorous forewings, whereas the forewings are speckled in *E. deresyensis* and *E. oukaimedenensis*. The juxta lobes are reduced in *E. oukaimedenensis*, whereas they are developed in *E. galactitella* and *E. deresyensis*. The uncus lobes are twice as long as broad in *E. galactitella*, whereas they are as long as broad in *E. deresyensis*. In the females of *E. oukaimedenensis* and *E. triseriata* the areas laterad of the ostium bursae are sclerotized; the signum of *E. triseriata* consists of two longitudinal, dentate rows, that of other species is a single dentate plate. Within the *E. dispunctella* complex, the female genitalia of *E. elsaella* most closely resemble those of *E. deresyensis*, both having the colliculum shaped as a short, sclerotized band. The ductus bursae of *E. elsaella* is membranous, that of *E. deresyensis* is anteriorly granulate with longitudinal ribs.

**Biology.** *E. elsaella* has a long flight period in Central Europe, probably partly depending on the exposition and elevation of collecting site. In Slovakia it is at least bivoltine, as specimens from the same localities have been captured in May and in August. Adults are active during the daytime and at dusk, and attracted to light at night.

**Distribution.** Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Romania, Slovakia, Sweden.

**Remarks.** *E. elsaella* is referred to as OTU 2 in Mutanen et al. (2015). The barcodes of Swedish (‘typical’)
elsaella) and Central European specimens (‘svenssoni’) are clustered together with the distance between these of only 0.6–0.7%. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, these populations are considered conspecific, and *E. svenssoni* a synonym of *E. elsaella*.

In the data of Mutanen et al. (2015) there is a taxon (i.e., OTU 3) whose barcode differs distinctly (3.7%) from *E. elsaella*. It is known from Croatia (Tribunj, 27.VI.2003, 1 ♂, Z. Tokár leg. & Coll., L. Kaila prep. 5475, DNA sample 21402 Lepid. Phyl.) and northern Italy. It seems to differ also by morphology from *E. elsaella*, but the limits of variation as compared to other close species is not known. The material available does not allow drawing conclusions on its taxonomic status.

**FIGURES 122–123.** Male genitalia of *Elachista oukaimedenensis* Traugott-Olsen. 122. holotype. 123. Spain (L. Kaila prep. 5496).

*Elachista arenbergeri* Traugott-Olsen, 1988

Figs. 53, 120, 145


**Diagnosis.** *E. arenbergeri* is a large species, white or pale yellow, often with ochreous dusting forming irregular, longitudinal stripes. The male genitalia are characteristic, with large, distolaterally pointed uncus lobes, as in species of the *E. dispilella* complex (cf. Traugott-Olsen 1990, Kaila et al. 2015). Unlike them, it has no cornuti. In addition, the corpus bursae contains no signum, and the ductus bursae is gradually widened anteriorly.

**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** Tunisia, Morocco.

**Remarks.** *E. arenbergeri* is referred to as OTU 6 in Mutanen et al. (2015).

**ELACHISTA DERESYENSIS Traugott-Olsen, 1988 stat. rev.**

Figs. 54–55, 121, 146


**Diagnosis.** *E. deresyensis* is a medium-sized species of the *E. dispunctella* complex, with white forewing, scattered with brown tips of scales. The male genitalia are similar to those of *E. galactitella*, but the uncus lobes of *E. deresyensis* are broader than in *E. galactitella*, as long as wide; those of *E. galactitella* are twice as long as wide. The female genitalia are similar to those of *E. elsaella*, both having a small colliculum with distinct sclerotized

**FIGURES 124–125.** Male genitalia of *Elachista galactitella* Eversmann. 124. Ural (L. Kaila prep. 3347). 125. Italy (L. Kaila prep. 4752).
band. The anterior part of the ductus bursae is granulose with longitudinal ribs in *E. deresyensis*, smooth in *E. elsaella*.

**Biology.** Unknown.

**Distribution.** Turkey.

**Remarks.** Kaila (1999a) synonymized *E. deresyensis* with *E. galactitella* (Eversmann). Examination of new material suggests that the above synonymy is unjustified, and *E. deresyensis* is here re-instated as a valid species.

There is a sample of 29 males collected from Turkmenistan: Central part of the Kopetdagh Mts., 15 km W from Firyuza (now Poevryuze), Mt. Dushak, [2100 m a.s.l., mountain xerophytous belt, *Juniperus* tree savana-like forest], by light trap, VII 1990 V.V. Dubatolov leg. (SZMN, MZH); this taxon closely resembles *E. deresyensis*; externally its forewing maculation is black rather than brown, and in the male genitalia the valva is broader and the incision between uncus lobes deeper. Even though the external appearance seems to differ consisstantly from *E. deresyensis*, there is some variation in the width of the valva, similar to *E. elsaella*. Due to the limited material and unknown female for the Turkmenian taxon, it is not formally named here.


*Elachista oukaimedenensis* Traugott-Olsen, 1988

Figs. 56, 122–123, 147


**Material studied.** Type material. Holotype ♂ labelled: 10.7.1975, Marokko. Hoher Atlas, 4 km östl. Oukaim’den,


**Diagnosis.** *E. oukaimedenensis* is externally similar to many other species of the *E. dispunctella* complex. The male genitalia are closest to those of *E. elsaella*, but the juxta lobes are well developed in *E. elsaella*, whereas they are almost entirely reduced in *E. oukaimedenensis*. The female genitalia are characteristic, with broad sclerotizations laterad of ostium bursae. Only the female of *E. triseriatella* has such sclerotizations, but they are much narrower than in *E. oukaimedenensis*.

**Biology.** Host plant of larva is *Lygeum spartum*.

**Distribution.** Spain, Morocco.

**Remarks.** *E. oukaimedenensis* is referred to as OTU 1 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015).

**Elachista galacticella** (Eversmann, 1844)

Figs. 57–58, 124–125, 148

*Oecophora galacticella* Eversmann, 1844: 595.

*Elachista galacticella*, incorrect subsequent spelling.


**Material studied. Type material.** Holotype ♂ of *E. madridensis* labelled: Type [rounded with red margin]; Wing praeparat nr. a.4.11.89 sex: ♂ E. Traugott-Olsen; Campo Real, Madrid, 640 m, 2-7-1982 A. Vives leg. *Elachista madridensis* sp. n. det. E. Traugott-Olsen; Holotipo [red]; MNCN Cat. Tipos No 11371 [red]; MNCN Prep. Gen. No 60980 [the prepare contains a pair of wings, the specimen was originally without abdomen] MNCN_ Ent No
137. Spain, L. Kaila prep. 5727. 138. Ostium bursae (L. Kaila prep. 5727).

Ozein (Aymavilles, AO), 1250 m, *Stipa pennata*, A143, 13–22.VI.1994, 3 ♂, 1 ♀, P. G. Varalda leg. (Coll. Tabell);

**FIGURES 139–140.** Female genitalia of *Elachista* spp. 139. *E. hispanica* (Spain, L. Kaila prep. 5733). 140. *E. triseriatella* (Denmark, L. Kaila prep. 5774).

**Diagnosis.** Forewing of *E. galactitella* is shiny white. It most resembles *E. kalki* Parenti, which is more stout-bodied with broader wings. Their genitalia are entirely different (cf. Kaila 2005). The male genitalia are similar to those of *E. deresyensis*, but differ by the width of uncus lobes: they are twice as long as broad in *E. galactitella*, about as long as broad in *E. deresyensis*. The female genitalia most resemble those of *E. elsaella*. They differ by the size of antrum which is significantly larger in *E. galactitella*. It also lacks a sclerotized band typical of *E. elsaella*.

**Biology.** This species has been reared in an ex ovo experiment on *Stipa pennata* L. (Poaceae) in the laboratory (Parenti 2004).

**Distribution.** France, Italy, Spain, Russia and Switzerland. Parenti (2001) also mentions Turkey. This record is based on the erroneous synonymy of *E. deresyensis* and *E. galactitella* by Kaila (1999a).

**Remarks.** *E. galactitella* is referred to as OTU 4 in Mutanen *et al.* (2015). The synonymy of *E. bustiloi
Traugott-Olsen and *E. galactitella* Eversmann was established by Parenti & Domínguez (1995) and again by Parenti (2004) with a somewhat more detailed account. The single known specimen of *E. madridensis* was collected together with the holotype of *E. bustilloi*. The *E. madridensis* specimen lacks an abdomen. Its external appearance is identical to that of *E. galactitella* (*E. bustilloi*, a synonym of it) with a shiny white forewing. *E. madridensis* is considered a synonym of *E. galactitella*.

**FIGURES 141–144.** Female genitalia of *Elachista elsaella*, all from Slovakia. 141. L. Kaila prep. 5749. 142–144. Corpus bursae. 142. L. Kaila prep. 5746. 143. L. Kaila prep. 5748. 144. L. Kaila prep. 5749.

**Discussion**

The present study attempts to clarify a case where species delineation has relied upon characters not suitable for this purpose, resulting in spurious taxonomy with tens of taxa, that morphological and barcoding evidence suggests
to be synonyms. There are other cases like the present one where species have been grossly oversplit because of the lack of larger series of specimens to measure intraspecific variation and access to barcoding methodology to test species concepts (e.g. Huemer & Karsholt 2010). The taxonomic problems with these groups, even if quite extreme, are a manifest of the difficulty of the species taxonomy in the Gelechioidea. Despite the cases of taxonomically oversplit groups, a more general pattern is the opposite, i.e. the existence of a vast number of undescribed species in this superfamily. The deficient literature on Gelechioidea, especially in the tropics, thus likely severely underestimates the number of species (e.g. Novotny et al. 2010; Kaila et al. 2011). In several families of this very species-rich superfamily species are difficult to identify due to their superficial similarity. Recent examples of groups with considerable increase in numbers of species that have been recognized due to thorough taxonomic scrutiny are Adamski (2005, 2013) for Glyphidocerinae and Blastobasidae, respectively; Kaila (2011a) for Australian Elachistinae; Hodges (1999) and Huemer & Karsholt (2010) for groups of Gelechiidae; and Landry (1991) and Bengtsson (2014) for Scythrididae. In general, the lack of externally obvious diagnostic features together with the necessity of time-costly dissection of the genitalia has caused the taxonomic work to lag far behind the collecting of samples.


DNA barcoding, now routine, has proven to be quite effective in screening rough taxonomic pattern in large samples of organisms. The use of it has also been vital in the present study. The vast number of nominal taxa with subtle or no detected differences have made the identification of many specimens virtually impossible using genitalic characters together with the literature. Even though a reasonable species concept gradually took shape for a majority of the taxa by examination of large numbers of genital dissections, the support of, and congruence with,
the results of extensive DNA barcoding gave more strength to the conclusions, and considerably helped in resolving some taxonomic issues as well as associating males and females. Nevertheless, all issues could not be reliably studied in-depth in this study, either due to the paucity of material available or due to the lack of morphological differences between markedly differing haplotypes. Only with better samples and more information may their status be elucidated in the future.
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